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Science:  Another day of rocking and rolling Year 3!  Today you are going to look at how rock 
changes over long periods of time.  From the largest mountain to the smallest grain of sand, 
rocks do not just stay the same! 

video - how rock change 

There is a quiz at the end of the video to test your learning so have a pencil and paper ready to 
take notes while the video is on and to write down your answers in the quiz!   

 

 

 

Numeracy:    Right, It’s been a tough week of White Rose maths and we’ve come to the end of 
the block of work about money, so it’s time for some fun!!  Have a look at lesson 9-10.  I’m 
hoping you can work on this activity for at least 2 days.  There is lots of fun and learning to be 
had from setting up a little shop.  You can do as much, or as little as you want to make your 
shop realistic, remember to ask your grown up though before you raid the cupboards for stock 
to sell!!  Enjoy this activity but try to be as accurate as you can when adding up how much 
someone’s shopping costs and giving them the correct change!  Enjoy x 

 
Literacy:  More work on chapter 2 of Charlotte’s Web today.   

Look at the questions in the Predict and Explain sections of the questions about chapter 2.  Try 
and think about all the factors that might affect Wilbur’s life with the Zuckermans, they are 
farmers, how will they think of Wilbur?  How does Fern feel about him?  How might both 
these factors affect how Wilbur is treated and will his treatment have an effect on how he 
grows?  What sort of pets have you and the people you know had? I bet you’ve never had a 
pig!  Do you think a pig would be a more unusual or a less unusual pet for a child who lives on 
a farm? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Challenge:  

Can you write your 4 times table?  Do you know it off by heart or do you have to use your 
fingers to remember some of the facts?  Practise writing and saying your 4 times table until 
you feel confident you know all the facts quickly without having to think too much! 

 

Hello Y3!  Here we are again!  Here is your work for today.  Don’t forget, I will be available to 
chat with you on Microsoft Teams this morning.  If you have questions then post them to me 
and I’ll be online to help.  Keep on doing your best and learning and remember to make time 
for fun and relaxation as well.  Mrs Booth x 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/how-do-the-rocks-on-our-earths-surface-change-65jkjt

